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THE ITHACAN 
''The Student Newspaper For Ithaca College'' 
\Union dining hall closes 
I 
I I 
By Marjorie Ellertsen Both the Towers and the 
Following a month long break 
from college pressures, I.C. 
students returned to campus 
only to find that, as promised, 
the Union Dining Hall was dosed 
for the Spring semester due to 
extensive renovations. 
However, the dining services 
have set up several new dining 
programs to make up for the 
inconveniences that all students 
on meal plans will be facing. 
Terraces have expanded their 
service hours. Hot breakfast will 
be served from 7 to 9am and a 
continental breakfast will be 
available from 9 to loam on 
weekdays. Lunch in both dining 
halls will be served from 11 to 
2:30pm, and dinner will be 
available from 4:30 to 7pm on 
week nights. Breakfast will be 
served on saturday from s to 
9am, and only in the Towers. On 
we_ekends, brunch will be 
A national tragedy ... 
available from 10 to 12pm in both 
places, and dinner will be 
served from 4:30 to 7pm. 
In addition to extending the 
dining hall hours, all of the tables 
and chairs have been moved 
from the Union Dining Hall and 
are now placed in the Towers 
and Terraces to provide 
expanded seating for students. 
A breakfast (7:30-9:30am) and 
lunch (ll:30-I:30pm) pickup is 
now available on weekdays in 
the lobby of the Gannett center. 
Faculty Profile: 
Meal services from this location 
will be charged directly to the 
students meal plan as is the 
case with eating in the dining 
halls. 
Another new service that will 
be offered for the semester is 
the South Hill Pizza and Subs 
Shop. Students have the option 
of picking up a pizza or a sub at 
the_Teyrace Bakery, or having it 
delivered to their dorm rooms. A 
board credit of S3.00 will be 
available in place of the 
student's evening meal. This will 
go towards the purchase price of 
a pizza or sub. The Pizza Shop 
will be opened seven nights a 
week from s to 12pm. 
Although the dining services at 
LC. seem to have drastically 
changed for the Spring 
semester. many students seem 
happier with the new system 
than they were with the old one. 
The reason for this is that there 
are many more dining options 
than there were before. 
Brown releases album 
By Nancy Pracht 
Initiating ilie Gwtar and Jazz 
Study Program at Ithaca COUege 
was not enough for J.C. music 
professor Steve Brown. Even 
playing with Chuck Mangione 
did not fulftll his dreams. Toe 
jazz guitarist's dream was an 
album; an album that would 
make his mark on the music 
world. 
Steve Brown's album, Good 
,, 
•' 1 '\ 
. \ I : 
\ ''' 
-, Lines, has recently been 
released on care Records, a 
subsidiary of Mobil Fidelity 
Sound Lab. 
With tlte u,ifOl'lllnlla dtatlu o/tho# aboard tlte sp«e shuttl6 ~. 
Amerkanflags m:ross the Nallon wtTe ra/sed to hlllf stq/fin a memorial 
to those seven brave individlla1s killed in Tuesday's air disaster. 
Communications 
to relocate in '88 
By Elissa Vendig 
During the Spring of" 1987, 
Ithaca college will begin another 
major project - the construction 
of a new building for the School 
of Communications. 
Over the past five years, 
enrollment in the communica-
tions Sdlool has increased 66%. 
In 1980 there were 450 
undergraduate communication 
students, as compared to 680 in 
198.5. This substantial increase 
has made it neccessary for an 
expansion of space and 
additional facilities. The Dean of 
the School of communications, 
Thomas Bohn, states, nwe have 
recognized the need for five 
years, but due to other 
institutional priorities, like the 
Union construction, we were not 
able to make a decision for new 
building plans until now." 
Definite building plans are 
currently under review by the 
College Planning committee. 
Members of this six-man board 
include: Vice President of 
Bl5iness AffaiJs, Thomas Salm; 
Director of Physieal Plant, Emil 
Policay, - J°lm · Loomis: Dean• ' 
Bohn, and the two architects. 
Lany Hoffman and Bob O'Brien. 
Toe committee will be making 
a decision on the site for the 
building after completing the 
preliminary site review process. 
Currently, the preferred site i.s 
the spot where parking lot w 
sits. (Across the road from the 
Science Building) The largest 
problem with this site will be the 
displaced parking area. but Dean 
Bohn states that plans will be 
made for an alternate parking lot. 
The ottier feasible sites under 
review are the gras.s and near 
the main entrance to I.C. or the 
field near parking lot w. 
The exact size of the structure 
will be determined in the near 
future. It is estimated that the 
size will be so,ooo square feet 
(a little bigger than the New 
Building). 
The new facility will 
accomodate the growing 
Communications School and its 
technical needs. It is anticipated 
that the school will enroll 
approximately 100 students 
see Communkatlon page 2 
I I I• 
nM.F.S.L. produces the best 
quality sound you can buy," 
states Brown. "Their main thrust 
is to buy the m~ter of an album 
and keep re-mastering it. It's 
better than the original and is 
pressed on the best quality vinyl 
-you can buy." 
cafe Records is the only 
creative part of Mobil Fidelity 
Sound Lab. In fact, there are 
only four new works that they 
have recently put out. The rest 
are re-makes. 
"It wasn't that easy," states 
Brown. "I booked a studio in 
Stroudsburg, Pa. I had to pay for 
the studio time, the tape, the 
musicians and practically 
everything else because I didn't 
have a company backing me at 
this time." 
Brown's jazz album features 
three other performers: Bill 
Dobbins, pianist; Steve Gilmore, 
bass; and Bill Goodwin, drums. 
"All of us played together with 
the National Jazz Ensemble. 
We've been playing together for 
~ . ., 
Guitar ent,ep,atM andmmic profmorS/fl'e Brown b proud of his latest, 
greatest accompllshmtnt. He hJu just cut a ncord on Oif'e R«ords and 
it Is beit,g dlstributed throughout the Ithaca area. - 11y Mom -
six years," says Brown. 
Maybe that is why it took only 
two six hour sessions in two 
days to finish the taping. Every 
tune on the album is a first take 
except one, which is a second 
take. 
"That, I'm really proud of," 
says a smiling Brown. "I think 
it's important to be fast and 
efficient at what you do. That 
way we can get more music out 
there." 
After ttie two days, the mixing 
was also completed and the 
tapes were ready to be sent to 
a record company. It took two 
years before Brown found a 
record company. 
"I now have a company behind 
me. That's the secret. Because 
of the company, my album is 
available internationally. And 
even radio stations in Los 
Angeles, Ca are getting requests 
for my songs. not to mention 
that it's available in England, 
Japan, Spain, Germany, 
Singapore, the Netherlands and 
other parts of Europe and Asia. 
I love WICB radio. They have 
been playing my songs every-
day," says Brown. 
Brown, a member of a highly 
musical family, began playing 
jazz at the age of twelve.--He 
plays all the instruments in the· 
rhythm section of a jazz band. 1( 
was artists such as Wes 
Montgomery, Miles Davis, and 
his teacher. Ray Gogarty, that 
influenced his life the most. In 
1960, Brown enrolled at Ithaca 
College, where his mother. 
see Brown page 5 
THIS WEEK IN THE ITHACAN 
New Corp!Org Minor . ..... 2 
MIL C madness . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
All-Americans -named ..... 12 
'I I•' 
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· -. ··. ~}·"~ Peer Career Counselors 
· gain marketable skills 
f 
... 
As the mow pmbb to fall, arm ra/dmts 4f wdl mstudmaattexptl'len-
drlg the beauty of ltha&a 's natural wonders. BuJtermDk Falls maJce:s for 
a great photograph for these two amateur photographers. 
New minor: 
By Mike Kahl -
--1986-87 will be the eighth 
lflfliversary of Ithaca's Peer 
:::areer counselor (PCC) 
program. Originally established 
to better meet the career and life 
planning needs of students on 
an individual basis, the program 
has developed into one of 
Ithaca's premier student oppor-
tunities. A Peer career 
counselor, commonly known as 
a PCC, is a well-trained 
paraprofessional student who 
actively assists with the delivery 
of services in the office of Career 
Planning and Placement. Most 
recently the paraprofessional 
status of the PCC's was 
. highlighted by their help in 
hosting the fust ever conference 
for career Planning Paraprofes-
sionals which brought PCC's 
from other regional colleges and 
univeisities to Ithaca college for 
a day ot seminais and training. 
What exactly does a PCC do? 
They volunteer five hours per 
week to help students explore 
career options, find graduate 
school information, prepare 
resumes, organize their job 
search and prepare for inter-
views. If you've ever needed 
help with any of these matters 
you know how valuable this 
assistance can be. In addition, 
each PCC agrees to develop a 
special project in service to the 
office which may include putting 
on programs in the residence 
halls, developing media presen-
tations on the services of the 
office, helping set-up referral net-
works or assisting with 
conference/program planning. 
Obviously, students who 
render such an important 
service have to be chosen 
carefully and be very well 
trained. Those students who are 
selected take part in our 
extensive three-day training 
program at the beginning of the 
semester which proVides them 
with the basic skills they need to 
get started. 
Training topics include: 
*Introduction to career 
Planning 
* Helping Skills 
*The Job search Process 
*Resume WritiOW 
Oitiquing 
see P. C. C. positions page 5 
Corp/Org. offered next fall 
By Bob Kershenblatt department received a lot of 
The corporate Organizational cooperation from the Academic 
Media Department has Policy committee, who were 
introduced a new minor in addi- enthusiastic on the idea of a 
tion to those currently being corp1org minor and passed the 
offered in the School of program through. "There has 
communications. The minor is been so much interest in the 
Corporate/Organizational 
courses that without the minor, 
students might not have any 
definite focus in the area," said 
Dr. Fish. 
Some of the required courses 
offered by the department are 
Theories of Communication 
Media, HU111J111 Communications 
in Organizlnions, Media Design 
and Production, and Corporate 
Communication Media. 
There are a total of 18 credits 
required. Students can begin 
signing up for the minor on 
February 10. If you have any 
further questions or would like 
further information on the minor, 
please see Dr. Sandra Fish in the 
School of communications. 
called Organizational 
communication and will be in 
the catalogue for next fall. 
Dr. sandra Fish, acting 
chairperson on behalf of the 
ctepartment, says the purpose of 
the new minor is to "introduce 
students to the field of Organiza-
tional communication. People 
who are majoring in Business, 
Psychology, and Health Profes-
sions might want to take it to 
give them some understanding 
on how communication works 
in an agency or company." 
New communication building 
from page 1 · 
According to Fish, the 
more by 1988, the expected 
occupancy date for the new 
building. Faculty members will 
most likely be increased by six 
to eight professors. The new 
facility will include additional 
video editing space, an audio 
facility with updated sound 
recording equipment, a multi-
, purpose audio screening theate~ 
that will seat 200 people. Other 
specialty features are: 
technology laboratories, a 
specific area for computer uses 
in sales, management, reserch, 
and writing, a graphic layout and 
design room, and a computer 
graphic area. 
To make sure ·that all of the 
needs are being met ad ate-
GO FOR THE GOLD. 
You've just about completed one big challen~-your degree. Ready for 
the next? Go for the gold. The gold bars of a Second Lieutenant in the Army. 
It's no picnic. 0.C.S. (Officer Candidate School) is a 14-week challenge 
that will make you dig deep inside yourself for mental and physical toughness. When 
you come out, you Ube trim, fit, a commissioned officer in the Army, and ready to 
exercise the leadership skills civilian companies put such a premium on. 
Go for the gold. It could help you when you're ready to reach for the 
brass ring. 
Sergeant Kenneth Holloway 
CO<'P ?!:-- 11, 6(19 West Clinton Street, Ithaca 
272-1101 
ARMY.BEALL 
ly, Dean Bohn is working with 
the faculty and students on the 
School committee. This group 
consists of three faculty 
membeis: Skip Landen, Diane 
Gaye.ski, and Michael Mirabito, 
and three student represen-
tativ.es: Tim • canary, Karl 
Soehnlein, and Lisa 
Schweinfurth. The group acts as 
a liason between the COiiege 
Planning committee and the 
remainder of the communica-
tion<; School. 
The School currently occupies 
the basement floor of Dillingham 
Center. No plans have been 
made as to who will occupy this 
space when the school of 
communications vacates the 
area . 
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Do you ••• 
D need extra spending 
smoney? s 
. 
D like to write? ~ _.. ~ 
I 
,i ' 
• o want to gain 
marketa'11e experience? 
D want to get involved 
with a. stqdent 
organ1zat1on? 
D have an interest in the 
Ithaca College 
Community? 
If you checked any of the 
above boxes, CHECK out The 
Ithacan organizational meeting 
Thurs., Jan. 30, 7:30 pm 
· Crossroads, Egbert Union. 
,4 THE ITHACAN January 30, _1986 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Support for 
Returning 
Students 
Just Back From London? 
The Ithaca COiiege counseling 
Center is offering a five 5e$ion 
support group for students recently 
returned from the London Center. If 
, you are feeling disoriented, bored, 
unmotivated or alone, this group 
may help. It is limited to 12 students 
who are willing to attend all sessions 
scheduled for Fridays from 3:00 to 
4:30, starting Februaiy 7th. Call 
274-3136 to sign up and schedule a 
pre.group individual meeting. 
''Star Wars'' 
Lecture 
Kurt Gottfried, professor of physics 
at Cornell University, will give a 
lecture entitled. "Star wars: Physics 
and Politics," Wednesday, February 
5, at spm, at Ithaca College, T-103 
auditorium. 
Professor Gottfried, who serves on 
the board of directors of the union 
of Concerned Scientists, has written 
and lectured widely on the Star wars 
proposal. His articles have appeared 
in Scientif,c American, and he has 
testified before both U.S. House and 
senate committees. 
Music 
February 5 
Faculty Recital, 
Marion Hanson, Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15 pm 
* 
Campus 
Theater 
Events 
THE MAGIC OF MOVEMENT '86 
Jan. 30-Feb. 1 
THE SEA HORSE 
Feb. 13-15 (new dates) 
ANTIGONE 
Feb. 25-March I 
BACK BOG BEAST BAIT 
April 1-5 
SWEET CHARITY 
April 22-26 
There will be a 2pm and 8pm 
performance of THE MAGIC OF 
MOVEMEIIIT '86 on February I. 
There will be a 4pm and spm 
perf omiance of THE SEA HORSE on 
February 13 (this is a student directed 
show and no admission will be· 
charged for this show only). 
Also, on April 26, there will be a 
2pm and 8pm performance of 
SWEET CHARITY. 
All events will be held in the 
Dillingham Center for the Performing 
Arts and will begin at 8pm with the 
above exceptions. 
Benefits 
for 
Counselors 
NEEDED: MATURE WOMEN with 
available time and willingness to 
make a volunteer corrunittment. No 
experience necessary; no pay, but 
rewarding benefits for becoming a 
crisis counselor. Particularly 
interested in Ithaca College students 
who will be in the area for at least 
··; one year. Contact Ithaca Rape Oisis, 
P.O. Box 312, Ithaca, NY 14851, 
273-5589. 
Film 
Preview 
on Saturday, February 15 at 4Pffi 
Backstage at the Kirov - the film. 
State Theatre, Ithaca. An outreach 
project of the Ithaca Ballet. 
Admission is 53.00; group rates 
available. Reservations, information: 
call 272-8986. 
occer League 
Ithaca United Soccer Club· 1986 
Adult Indoor Soccer League 
Registration. Helen Newman Gym 
(Cornell), from 1:30 to 3:30pm. Call , 
256-5467 or 277-0829 for 
information. (Competitive and 
recreational leagues) 
Volunteers 
Ne,~e_,;t 
Offender Aid and Restoration 
volunteer training begins Februaiy 
11th. OAR volunteers provide 
counseling and support for prisoners 
in the county jail. For information 
call: 272-7885. 
arn 
Credits 
23-200 COMMUNICATION AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT LAB 
One credit Hour 
WHAT: Theoiy and practice of third 
party dlnflict intervention. Emphasis 
on practicing conflict mediation 
through role plays, simulation, and 
video feedback. 
WHEN: Februaiy 3 - March 3 
(Five consecutive Monday evenings) 
7-9:45pm 
WHERE: Gannett us -First meeting, 
Monday, Feb. 3. 
HOW: Sign up with Barbara Yonkin 
in the school of Communications 
main office for one of the 16 open-
ings in this mini course. 
WHO: co~ trainers from the 
Community Resolution Dispute 
Center: Michele Witham, Lecturer, 
Human Ecology and New York Field 
Study Coordinator, COmell 
University, and Roger Richardson. 
Associate Director of Minority 
Education Affairs, Cornell University. 
FOR MORE INFO: Contact Joe 
Chilberg, Department of 
Corporate/Organizational Media, 
Dillingham Center, Room 204. 
Egbert 
Union 
Hours 
CANDY SHOPPfJINFO DESK 
Monday-Thursday 
7am to 1am 
Friday 
7am to 1:30am 
saturday 
sam to 1:30am 
·sunday 
sam to 12:30am 
CHECK CASHING 
Monday-Saturday 
10:30am to 9pm 
Sunday 
1pm to6pm 
'VALID IC student ID required 
PUB 
Monday-Thursday 
Non Alcoholic Lunch 
U:JOaql to 2pm 
*Friday Lunch Happy Hour 
U:30am to 8pm 
• Monday-Thursday 
spm to 12:30am 
• Friday-Saturday 
8pm to 1am 
• Required identification of valid 
proof of birth with a picture 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
January 30-February 1 
The Magic of Movement 
'86, Hoerner Theatre, 
8:00 pm 
January 31-February 2 
SAB Films presents 
st. Elmos Fire, Texto 
102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
February 5 
Women Direct Series 
presents Small Happi-
ness: Women of a 
Chinese Village and~ 
Man When He Is A Man, 
Textor 102, 7:00 pm 
February 7-8 · 
SAB Films presents 
Jagged Edge, Textor 
102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
February 5 
Lead-Yer-Ship Work-
shop Series, "Set 
Sail for New Adven-
tures, Exciting Pro-
grams and Creative 
Fundraising", Cross-
roads, 3:00 - 5:00 
p.m. 
February 6 
What Can I Do With A 
Major In English?, 
Gannett Center, Room 
111, 6:30 - 8:00 p.m 
* 
January 30 
ICHAC (Ithaca College 
Health Admn. Cmt.) 
Mtg., Friends 201, 
7:00 p.m. 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Mtg., Phillips Room, 
Chapel, 7 - 8 p.m. 
February 2 
Gaming Club, Friends 
204, 7:00 p.m. 
February 3 
Al Anon Meeting, 
Phillips Room, Chapel 
8:30 - 10:00 p.m. 
February 4 
AEC/BACCHUS weekly 
meeting, East Tower 
Classroom, 4:00 p.m. 
IC American Marketing 
Assoc. Mtg., Textor 
101, 7:00 p.m. 
Student Government 
Meeting, Gannett 111, 
8:00 p.m. 
February 5 
Delta Mu Delta Mtg., 
Friends 102, 5:30 p.m 
February 6 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Mtg., Phillips Room, 
Chapel, 7:00 - 8:00 
p.m. 
February 1 January 30 
IC Women's Gymnastics amma Delta Pi 
vs. East Stroudsburg, ush Party 
1:00 pm (H) 
IC Varsity Men's 
Basketball vs. RPI, 
8:00 pm (H) 
February 4 
January 31 
ast Day Add/a-op 
Semester causes 
Delta Phi Zeta 
Rush Party 
IC Varsity Wrestling 
vs. Montclair State, 
7 :00 pm (H) 
February 1 
Financial Aid 
Fonns due in 
IC Women's Basketball Financial Aid 
vs. Cornell, 7:30 pm Office 
(H) 
February 3 
February 5 Phi Mu Alpha Rush 
IC Women's Gymnastics Party 
vs. Cornell, ,:00 pm 
(H) Sigma Alpha Iota 
Rush Party 
February 6 
IC Women's Basketball February 5 
vs. Hamilton, 7:00 pm anuna Delta Pi 
(H) ush Party, 
February 7 
IC Men's Varsity "B" 
Basketball vs. Jeffer 
son Community College 
6:00 pm (H) 
IC Varsity Men's 
Basketball vs. Clark-
son University, 8:00 
pm (H) 
February B 
IC Varsity Men's 
Basketball vs. St. 
Lawrence, 7:00 pm 
(H) 
Invitational 
February 6 
elta Phi Zeta 
ush Party 
appa Gamma Psi 
ush Party 
February 7 
ast Day Pass/ 
ail Semester 
curses 
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Senior Notes 
We hope that all who attended 
Happy Hour in the Pub on Friday 
enjoyed themselves. Here are 
P .C.C. positions available 
the other dates we have J rom page 2 
confinned so far. ·Cover Letter Preparation is limited to students of a 
100-Days Party: Friday, Feb 7 •1ntel'!l5~ernships selected academic background. 
The North Forty weekly training sessions Current PCC's major in Music 
The Dating Game: thereafter add to the expertise Education, Business, 
Thursday, Feb 13 PCC's gain on the job. Communications, and SChool of 
IC Pub, &IOpm What does it take to be a PCC7 Humanities and sciences. The 
Winter Carnival You might think that only thing PCC's have in common is 
Happy Hour: Friday, Feb 14 students who are crystal clear their desire to help other 
IC Pub, 4-6pm about their own career goals students with their career 
Spring Sem~onnal: would be qualified for the PCC concerns and their enthusiasm 
Friday, Mar 21 position, but this isn't the case. for learning more about career 
What do PCC's get for all their 
hard work? In addition to the 
satisfaction PCC's feel in helping 
others, many of them find that 
they have more clearly refined 
their career goats, become more 
proficient in the job search and 
gained highly marketable skills 
as a result of the position. Some 
PCC's have structured their 
experience as an internship 
thereby earning academic credit. 
PCC's also point to the friends 
they've made and the fun 
they've had while holding the 
position as rewards. 
If you think you might like to 
become a PCC next fall, stop by 
the Office of career Planning 
now and pick up more infonna-
tion and an application (due 
February 7). Make a decisive 
move and plan to join the PCC 
team! 
'!!;iJH[;joii!lid;;a.,;vlienn!illl!!91!1!'9!11!!!1!1911M!f..;;~:.::o~~:;is;;!h::;~;;PCC:;:~pos~:;.:if;;•-o::n~~~n~;,:;;th;:at~~planning. 
I-IJNusuAL coNrEMPoRARY :: Steve Brown: New jazz TOWNHOUSE ) • § 3-4 Iarge bedrooms, 2 bathes ) .album has Good Lines 
1~ Pr' t k 1. h from page J , iva es Y 1g t entry, covered balcony, ,) father,orothers RayandGlenn. 
Waled garde and wife attended. He was a 
Free heated garage & additional parking frEcussion. major at the time 
, ~ use gwtar was not offered. 
Pets allowed ~ 1 1964, the year he graduated, 
') Walk to IC Commons Cornell & Buses ~ h~ began t~ching at a junior 
' , ' ' ~ high school m Freeport, Long 
' $800 per month ) Island, his hometown. He then 
began teaming at a high school 
CALL 257•7077 i in Merrick, Long ISiand. After 1~ three years of instructing, Brown 
~..::-~-~-..... ~-~-~---.Q,~q,..(»<.<?><..~:no.:;,...:;'-Q ..... -9" returned to Ithaca college to get 
Cfean 
½ CJJ.ici 
marked on remaining winter stock 
• Help us "Clean House" and 
make way for spring merchan-
dise. We've marked our tags 
"50% OFF" 
• Save on sweaters. r,.,;iouses, knit 
tops, jackets, vests, s1uds, skirts, 
and accessories. 
• All your favorite designers: 
RALPH LAUREN, TON SUR TON, 
MICKEY & CO., LIZ CLAIBORNE, 
MERONA, GUESS, GENERRA, 
CALVIN KLEIN, URBAN 
OUTFITTERS, AND MORE. 
• All major credit cards and Lewi-
Charge accepted. 
• para1ays 
open fil 9 THURS & FRI - on the commons 
his masters. It was at this time 
he initiated the Guitar and Jazz 
Study Programs. 
"At that time, nobody 
accepted the guitar as a 
legitimate instrument. It is still 
not widely offered," states 
Brown. 
- In 1968, Brown was hired as a 
full-time professor at Ithaca 
College. Although teaching 
consumed most of his time, 
Brown continued to pursue his 
professional interests. 
"I have recorded with Chuck 
Mangione on a record called 
Together and on three albwns 
with the National Jazz 
Ensemble," says Brown. "I also 
have an instructional albwn and 
book out called, An Introduction 
to Jazz Improvisation." 
Brown, now an LC. professor 
of 18 years, also works locally 
playing the electric guitar with 
the Jim Gannow Trio. His album 
is currently available at the t.C. 
Bookstore, Re-Bop Records, 
Chelsea·Records, and Hickeys. 
Brown will perform live on 
February s at the Ramada Inn. 
For Quallty - Low Price 
Genuine Government Surplus 
at 
HOLLY'S SURPLUS 
e • 
347 ·FJmira Rd. Rt. 13 
Next to U-Haul 
Take Ithaca Transit Bus #4 
Mon-Sat 9-5:JOpm 
•Genuine GI Is our Forte" 
STUDY. 
BRITISH 
MASS MEDIA 
IN WNDON 
Eighteenth Annual 
Summer Seminar 
June 23-July 25, 1986 
Six undergraduace or 
graduace credits 
Study broadcasting, 
press, and film. Well-
known gues1 lcc1ur1:r.. 
and field trips. 
Tuluon--S852 (;ubject 
10 change) 
Seminar !.c.ider· 
Jm:quellne Steck 
Associare Professor of 
Communications 
Dept. of Journalism 
Temple Universiry 
For more information 
contact: 
Dr. Robcn Greenberg 
School of Communica-
tions & Theater 
Phila., PA 19122 
Phone: (215) 787-1902 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Student raises question of 
President Whalen's priorities 
To the Editor: 
I have just fmished reading the 
latest issue of the Ithaca College 
News (Dated 1/22/86), and I was 
struck by a question that I have 
encountered many limes 
before. On the front page of this 
paper is an article entitled 
"Whalen Chairs NCAA Group." 
1 can remember several other 
articles with similar titles and 
content. My question is 
this ... What has Whalen done for 
those of us on this campus, and 
why aren't these deeds being 
publicized? Now. I suppose that . 
the argument can be raised that 
by serving on these conunittees, 
our distinguished leader is 
indeed helping the students of 
Ithaca COiiege. In my opinion. 
'however. theses articles are 
merely attempts at creating an 
image of Whalen and, in tum. 
this institution. Toe problem I 
see in this is that an attempt to 
·sen· this college to prospective 
students and the public in 
general is being made on the 
basis of Dr. Whalen's extra-
curricular activities instead of the 
quality of education one can 
receive here. As I finish my final 
semester here. I realize that I 
have become quite critical of 
many of the policies and 
procedures that are employed 
on this campus, particularly the 
distance that lies between the 
student body and the President. 
I realize that guiding a business 
of this size (This place is run 
more like a money-making 
establishment than a place of 
learning) is a difficult task. Th\s 
is not, in my view, an excuse for 
putting any item on the agenda 
ahead of the students. A selfish 
opinion? Most definitely, but we 
are the ones that give Ithaca 
COiiege a reason to exist. While 
the good Doctor is dealing with 
the NCAA, I see students who 
want emergency phones 
located across campus at 
outdoor · locations. Whalen 
meets with the American 
Council on Education, while 
off-campus students meet with 
difficulties in the simple task of 
parking their cars. (Please, Dr. 
correnti, no more memos, the 
problem still exists.) JJ. goes off 
to a meeting of the NAIUJ, while 
I go off to an extremely crowded 
classroom. Whalen becomes 
chair-elect of the Board of 
Visito~ of Air University, while 
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many of us become increasing-
ly frustrated al the lack of 
funding for various programs 
around this campus. I have 
never even heard of Air 
University! 
I am not saying that involve-
ment in activities off of this 
campus is undesirable; on the 
contrary, I believe President 
Whalen can learn a great deal al 
these seminars, but this 
information is of no use unless 
it is aimed at aiding the students, 
faculty, and staff of this college, 
not those of· Air University. I 
believe it is lime that President 
Whalen's main focus of attention 
tum to this campus; and if the 
claim is to be made that this ls, 
in fact, already the case, the 
residents of this community are 
deserving of some shread of 
evidence to substantiate that 
claim from Doctor Whalen 
himself, not from an Ithaca 
College publicity department 
person. 
I encourage anyone who has 
encountered a 'brick wall' here 
al Ithaca college to take the time 
to compose a letter such as this. 
The chances are that there are 
many others here who feel the 
same. Thank you, Ms. Editor, for 
the use of this space. 
David Adler 
TV-R '86 
I have never written a letter to 
this paper expressing my views 
before. and as I read over what 
I have created here, I realize that 
I have a feeling of relief that 
comes from finally being heard. 
loC ~ y• v,rill ~~w--tio .. . , 
H ,_, /,,.'iltJtt- ,d~ . ~•-.t yt+ . .. J)o# r. 
Rocky IV: 
A movie industry upset 
To the Editor: Rocky series. It undennines the 
GreetingS Ithaca students and intelligence of the standard 
welcome back to school • human and attempts to lead 
especially those of you from the Americans to believe that a 
Ithaca London Center. Because crowd of enthused soviets 
the international mail system would have reason to chant 
tends to tum current events into "Rocky, Rocky." The overbuilt 
world history and also because soviet opponent has to take 
of a lack of allocated space in steroids to match the genuine 
the Ithacan, the series of articles hard work of Rocky and the 
from London couldn't be soviets are no wanner than 
printed. In spite of this winter in Ithaca. let alone 
unfortunate situation, I will Moscow. This is well illustrated 
continue with a series of articles by the relationship between the 
pertaining to national and soviet boxer and his wife. 
international news issues for Maybe their relationship was so 
those of you who aren't familiar distant because the woman is 
with this series, ii started last Sylvester Stallone's wife in real 
year as a means ·or providing life. 1 sometimes wonder how 
students with an awareness of she was able to get that role in 
news outside of the Ithaca the movie. 11 must have been 
COilege campus. I hope that you the casting couch. 
enjoy the series and will give In the middle of the fight 
suggestions to the Ithacan Staff between the American and the 
so that these articles can be soviet, the soviet declares that 
presented in the beSt way he is no longer fighting for the 
patriotism as a Russian. One 
may wonder if this iS a reflection 
of the level of patriotism of an 
average Russian. Maybe Rocky 
V will replace the dead Apollo 
Oeed with the Russian boxer 
tumed defector or maybe Rocky 
will invent a new sport called 
rocking chair boxing. 
At the end of the movie, 
Rocky gives a "Rambo" type 
speech promoting unity 
between the two super-powers. 
The question I ask is why must 
he give this speech with an 
American flag on his back? 
When the Russian crowd cheers 
at his speech are they also 
cheering the red, while, and 
blue? These are some of the 
many unanswered questions 
concerning the use of 
propaganda in the American film 
industry. In spite of my 
criticisms of the movie, I thought 
that James Brown was 
incredible. possible. u.S.S.R. but for himself which 
Those of us who have studied BIii Durant 
at the Ithaca London Center ... d•o•e.sn.·.t .s.a11y_rn11111
u.ch11111~.
0
.r -h•is ____________ __ 
realize how hard it is to readjust ·c Or re· ct- •• On 
to American society. One major 
aspect which · may need 
re-introduction is the American 
movie industry. Many 
Europeans think Americans 
have the best economy, the 
friendliest people and the best 
movies. I agree with these 
In the December 12, 1986 issue of 
The Ithacan. the article 
"Referendums for Divestment," the 
third column read: "The level of 
Interest is far beyond our 
expectations, says Ryan in response 
to over 180 signatures received in 
favor of divestment." The corred 
quote should read "faculty 
referendwn." 
· thoughts for the most part, but .. ____________________ __ 
after seeing Rocky IV, I wonder 
if America deserves Europe's The following editorials do not 
"Best Movie" award. necessarily reflect the opinions 
Rocky IV · which stars of the Ithacan staff. All Letters to 
office. Landon Hall basement. 
Please indude name. and phone 
· number where you can be 
reached. Sylvester Stallone can probably I the Editor must be received by 
be considered the worst of the Sunday, 8:00pm at the Ithacan 
... ---------------..... 
~ ' -·- -·····-····- .. - ·--·- --· 
ITHACAN VARIETY 
This week in· Arts and Leisure 
MILC madness in Ithaca 
By Jessica Flnestone 
TWo years ago, five friends 
got together and started playing 
music. What has stemmed from 
that is one of the best Grateful 
Dead bands in the Ithaca 
community. MILC, a name 
without much background to it 
except for the occasional group 
joke of" Milestones In Lebanese 
control", has managed to 
provide enjoyable sixties music 
to enthusiastic crowds in many 
of the local bars. 
The band, started by Chris 
Palmer (lead vocals and guitar), 
consists of Steve "J.R." 
Bernstein, guitar; Danny o·con-
nor, drummer and vocals; 
George Fox, drummer; Tom 
Stewart, bass; and the newest 
member, Rich Hutchinson, 
keyboards and vocals. Their 
sound is the sixties: they sing the 
Dead, the Beatles, Bob Dylan, 
and numerous original cuts. The 
originals are written by Ollis and 
Danny. In order to create 
different sounds, an audience 
member can always anticipate 
Otris and Steve switching lead 
guitar. In this way, they have 
created the sound that many 
lthacans have been paying to 
hear. 
PholO by Amy~ 
MILC: Comprised of Ithaca College students, played at Kelly's Drydock lost Friday night to a capacity crowd. The group plans to make 
frequent appearances throughout the Ithaca area. 
When asked of their future 
plans, the resoonse was "to 
keep working and making 
money." This should be an easy 
task since the Haunt, Nights of 
COiumbus, and Kelly's keep 
booking them. Kelly's is 
planning on paying MILC per-
sonally in the future, rather than 
the band making its money via 
~~'A~ .. ~·T1 u ····· ' i, _ . .,
f#· ......-.1 
r 
--
-1>1--Handwerlcer Galkry opens this w«k wiJh the work of three professors 
from the Univtl'Sil)' of Lou/svi1Ie. The art is UlllJSUIU in the respect that 
the art is comprised of "Momentos" that are personal to each artist. 
collections at the door. Kelly's is 
also planning on expanding its 
stage in order to enhance MILC's 
show. Other than that, their 
plans are up in the air. TWo of 
the band members are seniors: 
George Fox and Tom Stewart. 
Upon their graduation, Chris is 
unsure of what will happen to any place, any temperature. Be 
the band. They do, however, sure to contact Chris Palmer for 
anticipate trying to keep the acceptances. The band will be 
band and the sound together. playing at the Haunt in Ithaca on 
On a lighter note, MILC has February 3rd. so if you haven't 
proposed a formal challenge to heard their sound and want to 
any local band for a chicken have a great evening. be sure to 
wing eating contest. Any time, go see MILC live. 
Handwerker Gallery 
shows mixed media art 
By Lindsey Stires 
The Ithaca COilege 
Handwerker Gallery opens the 
new year with an exhibit of 
mixed media entitled 
"souvenirs". The exhibit runs 
through February 28, and 
features the art work of three 
professors from the University of 
Louisville: Kit Hillery, Barbara 
Hanger and Suzanne Mitchell. All 
three women are mid-career 
artists and each use a different 
medium in their work. 
The exhibit is appropriately 
tilled "souvenirs". since each of 
the artists use mementos. 
objects. and bits of remembered 
times and places as the building 
blocks and basis for their an. 
Similarly, they draw upon 
ordinary objeds as a source for 
their content and concern in their 
work. Each recombines the 
mementos they use to restruc-
ture their meanings, thereby 
constructing a visual image. 
Pidures charged with feelings as 
well as facts are presented. 
merged in ways impossible to 
verbally narrate. They begin 
with the overall idea that a 
picture can not only be a thought 
but an anology of personal and 
individual thought processes 
with all the human qualities of 
nostalgia, fantasy, ambition and 
limitation. Significantly they 
reflect their lives to make 
meaningful metaphors that 
combine their experience with 
more univerSdl ones that 
everyone can share. Despite the 
dissimilarities of their media, 
they share the same approach 
and theme to their art making. 
Frances COnnelly, curator of 
the gallery and assistant 
professor of Art History states, 
"·sovenirs· is one of the most 
exciting exhibits we'Ve had. It 
shares a common theme - the 
passing of time. which is an old 
one in the history of an. 
·sovenirs· is created through a 
layering of experiences. which 
produces a visual metaphor for 
memory." 
Kit Hillery is a painter who 
works in a series format. Each 
group of paintings illustrate the 
climate. culture and artifacts of 
distant places such as the Nile 
and Mediterranean. Her 
animated geometric figures arc 
abstract but suggest real 
landscapes and architectural 
systems. Hilleiy uses adual 
mementos and painted illusions 
of coUaged objects that function 
as imaginary souvenirs and 
fragments of memories. Her 
methods and gestures are 
activated by textures of opaque 
and translucent paint. Hillel)' has 
recently received awards in six 
national juried exhibitions. and a 
poster of her work. is displayed 
in the Museum of Modem Art's 
design collection. 
Barbara Hanger draws precise. 
linear froms on shaped panels. 
Her geometric objects and 
environments rendered evoke 
Italian Medieval facades and 
structures while her colors 
suggest Mediterranean climates. 
Objects such as ladders. vases. 
thorns and ribbons are woven 
through various architectural 
planes. There are many layers 
of soft. textured pencil on 
surfaces of sanded gesso. Her 
technique is as precise and 
polished as her content is 
symbolic. Hanger has been an 
Anist - in · Residence for the 
Ohio Arts Council and has 
received · an OhJO Artist's 
Fellowship. 
Suzanne Mitchell is c1 
photographer who exploits 
objects and architectural senings 
to create abstract. enigmatic 
landscapes. These carefully 
manipulated photographs are 
dense collages of recognizable 
objects and spaces. A 
suggestion of the sublime is 
see "So~venirs" page 9 
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·Murphy'!._M@Cal Notes: 
Looking back at 1985 
By Scott Murphy "Sure thing Music.' Who's 6. J.C. Mellancamp-Scarecrow Jamestown, New York. Lead 14. Love Like Blood-Killing Joke 
Bruce?" 1. 7.eitgeist-Translate Slowly singer Natalie Merchant's young 15. She Sells Sanctuary-Toe Cult 
I was driving down a deserted 
highway on the road to nowhere 
when I saw a man frantically 
waving his hands on the side of 
the road. The weird part was 
that there wasn't a car in sight. 
l pulled over for the heck of it, 
and asked him if he needed 
help. 
"Yes, you've got to help me," 
said the short muscular man 
with glossy green eyes. "I'm 
from the year 2015, and the 
musicians of the world told me 
I'd be stuck here if I don't bring 
back the best music of 1985. We 
lost ours." 
I laughed at him. "listen, I'll 
tell you everything you need to 
know about the future If you 
help me buy the best records," 
he said pleadingly. 
"Yea, I~ you got a deal. 
come on. l'U take you to a good 
record store." SO we both got in 
the car and drove to a used 
record store, which turned out to 
be a couple hundred miles 
down the road. 
we walked in and saw 
yuppies, pseudo punks, and 
wanna-Be's grabbing records. A 
video screen was showing 
"Like a Virgin". 
"Who's that?" the time 
traveler asked. 
"That's Madonna. Didn't you 
know that?" I gasped. 
"I guess her records got lost. 
She doesn't sound good though. 
Bruce told me to get the best 
records. Oh, by the way, just call 
me Music." 
"'He's our President. You s. Suzanne Vega (21) voice combined with variouS 16. Haunted When the Minutes Drag-
know him ... Bruce Springsteen." 9. New Order-LowUfe ethnic twiSts and turns made for Love & Rockets 
"He's president?" I said. :10. 10,000 Maniacs-The Wishing quite a major label debut. John 17. Never Understand-Jesus and 
"Yeah. He's pretty good too. 1Cha1r Fogerty was easily explained, Mary Cllain 
come on, let's get the records." 11. John Fogerty-centerfleld but Tom Waits left a strange look 18. Love IS All Around-Husker Du 
SO we walked down the aisles 12. Torn Walts-Rain nog,s on Music's face. I told him that 19. Ornah-Golden PalominOs 
of the store. I explained to him 13. Velvet Underground-V.U. once you got past the gruff 20. Boys of SUrnmer-Don Henley 
that he came at the right time. 14. Squeeze-Cosl Fan Tutti Frutti voice, there were delightful 
American music was never 15. Windbreakers-Terminal sounds made by Keith Richards 
better. In fact, 1985 was a and a blend of carefully 
fantastic year for music. The Husker Du released two orchestrated music. 
England scene had been albums in a year. Each, on a Velvet Underground was the 
reduced to bland pop acts. The given day, could be better than influence behind many of 
Australian scene was growing the other. Their sound is rapidly today's top bands. MUSic looked 
stronger. llley were getting set changing from hardcore to razor wistfully at the Squeeze album 
for an invasion. But the edged pop. It was also the year when I explained how it was 
American breeding ground was that· they signed with Warner one of the most overlooked 
a goldmine for new and Brothers. albums of the year. The 
established artists alike. working my way down I Windbreakers from down south 
I explained that music played . discussed REM and the Talking provided a hummable group of 
a vital role in establishing a voice Heads. Music grinned pop tunes. It was a nice way to 
for political is.sues, such as Farm knowingly. llle cure, showed round off the list. 
Aid, Live Aid, and Artists what a varied band they are by Music asked me about the 
Against Apartheid. Music releasing a delectable bunch of best singles but I explained that 
laughed when I told him that one essential pop songs. Then we I was tired, and besides, it was 
of my favorite moments of 1985 talked about John cougar getting dark. out. 
was when Led Zeppelin Mellancamp's maturity towards "Please," he asked. so I went 
reunited for a brief 15 minutes at his country through his simple, through it again ... 
Live Aid. It sent chills down my catchy, and powerful songs. 
spine. I had a harder time discus.sing 
I didn't know where to begin the next few choices. zeitgeist 
with the best music since so blended a folksiness with 
many established acts put out amazing hannonies that earned 
good albums. Many more the Austin, Texas band a spot 
independent bands put out even with the best. Another excellent 
better albums. so I started with debut belonged to the 
the best... sparseness of Suzanne Vega, 
I. Husker Du-Flip Your Wig 
2. Husker Du-New Day Rising 
3. REM-Fables of the Reronstructlon 
4. Talking HeadS-Uttle Creatures 
s. The Cure-Head on the Door 
- .. ~ . -
whose fragile voice and guitar 
displayed a feminist at work.. 
New Order put out their poppies! 
album to date which still didn't 
dispel their dark.er side. 
1. Shout-Terus for fears 
2. How Soon IS Now-Smiths 
3. Left of the Dial-Replacements 
4. Don't You-Simple Minds 
5. Love Vigilantes-New Order 
6. Driver 8-REM 
7. Song to the Siren-Thi.s Mortal Coll 
s. Slave Girl-Lime Spiders 
9. Don't Slander Me-Roky Erickson 
10. Simple as That-Death of 
Samantha 
u. Sun City-Artists Against Apartheid 
12. White Lies-Jason & the Scorchers 
13. Bittersweet-Hoodoo Gurus 
I explained how Shout was 
played hundreds of times but 
still sounded fresh. The Smiths 
simply released their most 
compelling single yet. 
Then I took time out to prove 
that the Replacements are one 
of America's most up and 
coming bands. Their last albwn 
was better, yet "Left of the Dial" 
is a made for radio classic. 
Liz Fraser of the coeteau 
Twins used her powerful voice 
to bring "S0ng to the Siren" to 
unheard of heights. The Lime 
Spiders and Roky Erickson (of 
the 13th Floor Elevators) used 
basic riffs to create groovy 
songs. . 
Music understood when I told 
him that the others were just 
great or novel songs. I told hin1 
to watch out for Jesus and Mary 
Chain and Death of samantha. 
SO Music bought approxi--
mately SISO worth of albums 
and singles, and he seemed 
happy. 
I told him about 1986. The 
Rolling Stones are releasing 
another album, that's supposed 
to rockl I also told him to watch 
for new Van Halen and bands 
like Squirrel Bait and the 
see Music page 9 
.... WE HAV~ A STYLE ALL OUR OWN ,.~ . 
TheJ0,09() Mcl!liacs hail from 
pSl!ISS'!ESn~~~~~~~~SSS!~~~~~ 
''Grand Opening Specials'' 
's ~Ytf trl7rnl 
SAB FILMS PRESENTS 
"One of this summer's hottl-'«l and brightest movies-with a triple dose 
of heat. heart and humanity." 
- David Sheehan, KNBC·TV 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • 
•• • • i FRI. JAN. 31 ! SHOWS START AT! 
• • • 
• • • • • • i SAT. FEB. 1 : 7:00 AND 9:30PM ! 
• • • 
• • • • • • i SUN. FEB. 2 : ADMISSION $1 ! 
• • • 
• • • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
thru 2/6/86 LARGE 30 WINGS & 1 ITEMPIZZA 
2 FREE SODAS OR & 2 FREE SODAS 
~ FOR ONLY $5.99 
---=-,_--=~=------[ l ____ ~ 
1001 West State St. 
OPEN 
7DAYS 
II am TO 1 
272-1950 
FULL CATERING 
AVAILABLE 
Specials Daily 
* BYEE&LO STYLE WINGS * 
WIMP * MILD * MEDIUM * "VAPOR" * "REVENGE" * MERC NASTY 
GARLIC * BBQ * FRENCH 
PIZZA 
PLAIN: SMAl.l· Sl.9S 
LARGE· S 7S 
ADOmONAL ITEl'45: 
Small- S.7S 
ura•· 1.00 
PEPPERONI 
MUSHROOMS 
SAUSAGE 
HOT PEPPERS 
SWEET PEPPERS 
OLIVES 
ANCHOVIES 
ONJONS 
EXTRA CHEESE 
WHITE PIZZA 
'I• II, HAMIIUllG- Sl.39 
¼ 11, CHl!!29UllG- 1.59 
HOTDQGS. 90c: 
w/Chili 
w/ Cheese 
w/ Onions I, !(nut 
-2Scea, Item 
ORDER SIZES IO to } 
(Sold by Multiples of I 0) 
MERCS MISCELLANEOUS 
Small- 1.ar, •• 
CHICKEN FINGERS S2.SO SS.00 
CHICKEN NUGGETS 1.7~ 3.25 
CHICKEN LIPS l.7S 3.25 
CHICKEN BOOMERANGS , .as 3.50 
CORNDOGS .90ea. 
3-l'IECE CHICKEN DINNER 3.50 
~=CH ffiESJSl.19 Sl.99 
ZUCCHINI 
CAULIFLOWER 
ONION RINGS 
MOZZ.STIKS 8for3.00 
TRY OUR 
BBQ RIBS BBQ CHICKEN 
HEARTH-BAKED 
SUBS 
Sl.99 Half- Sl.89 
HOT 
MEATBALL 
SAUSAGE 
CUBE.sTEAK 
W/MUSHROOMS 
&CHEESE 
=SlVJ(.· VEALPARH. 
KIELBASA 
COLD 
TURKEY 
HAM 
ROAST BEEF 
MIXED 
SALAMI 
TUNA 
CHIO(£N SALAD 
MIXED CHEESE 
--.s..._. 
AU SUBS INCL • 
PnwoloneO-. 
mayo, l&Uual, --· onion, oil 
--------FREE DELIVERY--------
°'""'°"""'1" (S5.Mlnim...,) "'"'"'~'°°*"'--• 
·( 
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·~~,'iL-R_e_v,....ie_w_in_g_ Runaway Train: 
\:!,§,.music what is this film about? 
;: l"'-'""''~..;Tribe.sman. And ifhe 
,.: ~ted to come back, I could 
·: take "fiim to any concert. Every 
,', major act is going to lour. -
,/ Music was crying by this point. 
'.,; "'We don't even hear music 
: \ anymore," he said. "Everybody 
:·, ;; goes to the theatre to watch their 
i ".· favorite bands in movies. 
' 'f. Movies are where it's at. They're 
, tf even censored!" 
1 ::: I was pretty upset too, and 
, · amidst the sadness, Music 
:.; ,, disappeared back to 2015 with 
I.·_. the best moments that 198.5 
;;::. could offer. 
By Scott Murphy 
While numerous standout 
reviews have called attention to 
the action drama Runaway 
Train, it's actually only what an 
individual makes of it. While the 
film certainly splices together 
plenty of action and good acting 
amidst the philosophical discus-
sions, as a reviewer, I was 
unsatisfied with the combined 
package. 
The first impressions of this 
film are bleak and cold, Director 
Andrei Kochalovsky 
presumably had that in mind 
since he filmed the entire movie 
in Alaska, beginning with 
graphic ·prison scenes in which 
a merciless warden intensly 
dislikes his prisoners. 
The plot of the movie is 
extremely basic. Jon Voight, as 
MannY, is a man who escapes 
from prison with the help of 
Buck (Eric Roberts). As it turns 
out, escaping is the easy part 
since they find themselves on a 
train without a conductor. 
Throughout the movie, Railroad 
Central tries to stop the train 
from reaching its ultimate 
destruction. 
Jon Voight as the veteran 
prisoner iS the main reason to 
see the film. The actor's mangy, 
aged appearance is made 
complete through his grisly 
delivery which is both raw ano 
powerful. Eric Roberts is the 
side kick. The naive youth is at 
first annoying. yet ends up being 
more mature than Manny in 
important ways. The film works 
at points although most action 
sequences are better in a TV 
drama. Yet their plight creates 
edge-of-the-seat anxiousness. 
(''$ouvenirs''at Handwerker I 
What mar the film arc useless 
character performanl'CS such as 
Rebecca DeMournay as a 
railroad employee, who adds 
nothing to the essential move· 
ment of the film. (Don't expect 
an appearance like that of Lana 
in Risky Business either!) In 
addition, Rankin, the warden 
(John Ryan) over-extends his 
role; during his quest for the 
missing persons, he forces a 
railroad employee headfirst into 
a toilet. 
The film's best points also 
have their weaknesses. Voighl's 
fierce exploration of the real 
world is a reason to pay S4.SO 
for the film. At the same time. 
the characters become bogged 
down in fights and useless 
discussions which almost put a 
viewer to sleep. 
' f from page 7 
i , apparent in such everyday 
11· items as plastic containers. 
\' picture windows and magazine 
1• advertisements. Her camera 
1 : reduces layers of transparent 
objects in actual interiors or 
, landscapes to abstract relief, as 
her color and print surfaces are 
skillfully altered to violate the 
viewer's associations with 
traditional photographs. Sw.anne 
Mitchell's prints may be found in 
several collections including the 
Fogg Art Museum at Harvard. 
This travelling exhibition is 
supported in part by a grant from 
the Kentucky Art council with 
funds from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. Toe 
0 V. 
University of LOuisville and the 
Pace Foundation are also 
substantial contributors. 
Overall, the work of 
"souvenirs" ranges from playful 
to austere in its content and 
provides a human context and 
viewpoint with which to identify 
and relate. serious and sincere, 
"souvenirs" is a sophisticated 
exhibit presenting three talented 
artists of high aspiration. 
The Handwerker Gallery is 
located on the first floor of the 
Gannett center. The gallery is 
open from 9am to 5pm, Monday 
through Friday. The opening 
reception for "souvenirs" will 
be held today from s to 6:30pm. 
All are welcome. 
,. 
The Junction's Specials 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Chicken Patty with Cheese 
Cold Cut Pita Sandwich 
Grilled Reuben 
Shrimp Salad Sandwich 
Turkey, Ham, & 
Cream Cheese 
In the end, the movie has a 
fast pace, yet can't sustain its 
necessary tempo. The movie 
actually has more effect and 
meaning five days after 
watching it and who needs 
that?!? Although Runaway Train 
is an intelligent thriller with 
standout performances. it 
should have been resolved as 
either an action film or a verbal 
winner before its release. 
Instead, one leaves a cold film. 
and walks out onto snow-
covered streets wondering 
''What's it all about?" and "Do I 
rare anyway?" 
GET A TAN 
IN 
'ITHACA 4- . 
PARTY 
•' I 
'' , .. 
. ·, 
AT THE RAMADA INN 
' 
This Friday evening, enjoy 4 
hours of great dancing, drink 
specials, and dance conte.sts ... 
brought to you by the Gazebo 
and The Place to Be ... FM93! 
Admission $2 
21 yrs. & over 
Mid-winter Special 
5 Sessions ONLY $20_· 
Featuring the 
Newest in European. 
UVA Suntan Beds 
Not the old-fashioned 
BOOTHS but a new way 
to safely tan without 
burning or peeling. 
~ 
CALL NOW 
272-5591 
~B 
a1nton· Welt Plaza M-F a-a, 11111:. 10-1, 
Sun. Dy appt. 
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More individual honors Vye gets 1 .000 , 
from page 11 
Darlene Unger joined Howarth 
and Poweis on the All-New York 
State team. 
llle men's soccer team made 
it to the NCAA playoffs for the 
first time in five years behind 
1985 New York State coach of 
the Year Andy Byrne. Jay 
Kaminski and Jon Lamstein 
earned first team spots on the 
New York State All-Star team. 
Steve Cope and George Dianni 
made the second team for the 
Bombers. 
The women's Soccer team 
won their second straight ECAC 
championship behind Soccer 
American Player of the Year 
candidate Tracy Marullo. Coach 
Linda Buettner was named 1985 
Ithaca Journal Female coach of 
the Year. 
Perhaps one of the most 
impressive achievements was 
the play of the undefeated 
men's and women's Cross 
country teams. Earning All-
American honors for the women 
were Colleen Skelly and 
two-time All-American Gabriella 
Frittelli. Jim Quinn·became the 
first four-time NCAA qualifier in 
your 
home or 
Ithaca COllege history to lead the 
men's team. Jerry Goodenough 
was also impressive as he 
finished second in both the ICAC 
and New York State 
Championships. 
Toe women's Volleyball team 
quietly climbed into their third 
straight NCAA townament berth. 
A major part of its consistently 
strong performance was the 
play Denise Dewey and Sue 
Pierson. Both players made the 
NYSAIA W All-Tournament team 
for their efforts. 
Although the women's Tennis 
team was not as impressive as 
their Bomber counterparts, the 
team still received strong 
individual performances from 
Martha Murphy and Alice 
Houghton. Murphy was an ICAC 
finalist from her third singles 
position. Houghton was a finalist 
in the St. John Fisher Invitational 
as well as teaming up with 
Priscilla Davis as co-frnalist at the 
first doubles position. 
The fall Golf team got 
untracked and finished with a 
4-2 record. Tim Bishop was the 
leader of the squad, culminating 
a fme season with a one-over 
par 13 for LC. 's best round of the 
season. The team also finished 
third in the Skidmore Invitational. 
Each player mentioned 
deserved their special honois as 
they led their respective teams 
both on and off the field. But 
sports require team interrelation-
ships, and each team member 
deserves recognition for their 
efforts. Without the role players, 
the Bomber teams may not 
. have been as successful. 
Gym.nests 
from page 11 
commented on the meet by 
stating, "We had more trouble 
on the balance beam than 
expected, but with a full week of 
practice. We hope to see some 
improvements on Saturday 
before meeting Division II team 
East Stroudsburg." 
The Ithaca Women's 
Gymnastic team now holds a 
record of 3-2. They hope to add 
another win this Saturday. The 
match is scheduled to begin at 
1:00pm. 
back games, while St. Lawrence week." Federici's playing must 
had the night off before the stay at this level in order to help 
game," coach Baker said. He give the Bombers a post-season 
also added, "Clarkson played us date. 
tough throughout the game, and During the St. Lawrence game, 
coach Murphy who use to be an Andy Vye went over the 1000 
assistant coach at Ithaca knew point total in only his third year 
how our basketball program at Ithaca college. Toe &5 junior 
works." from Philadelphia has led the 
After getting off to a slow start team in scoring with a 19.7 
against St. Lawrence, the average, and has also averaged 
Bomber team started to press 7.4 rebounds per game. His 18 
but the fatigue of playing back to block shots leads all Bombers. 
back games set in. With 10 Coach Baker had nothing but 
minutes left in the game, Baker compliments for Andy saying, 
had removed all his starters to "He is a dynamite person, a fme 
give them some rest. captain, and has earned his 
Baker feels that the Bombers status on the team." 
and the Saints are even teams The Bomber team takes on 
and O>ach Baker will have a RPI Saturday night at Ben Light 
chance to prove it later in the Gymnasium before traveling to 
season when St. Lawrence Binghamton on Tuesday. 
travels to Ithaca on February 8. Wrest I e rs In the past week came the 
emergence of Vito Federici, who from page 12 played well in leading all scorers 
with 17 points against Hobart and Panariello and the untimely 
20 against Clarkson. Baker said, departure of two 
" He is a competitor and it was underclassmen, Ithaca will have 
not unexpected of his to forfeit the U8 lb. weight class 
emergence on the team this past for the remainder of the season. 
P• ---·--·I- ----1 ICE SKATE I THIS COUPON GOOD FOR . 
I -2-FOR-1 ADMISSION OFFER EXPIRE~ 2-28,86 I 
office party 
birthdays or weddings 
decorate with balloons 
PYRAMID 
MALL 
Howland's Entrance 
A single bouquet 
or a roomful - call us 
for all your balloon needs 
257-7966 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-----.1 
ROUND-TRIP BUS 
TRANSPORTATION 
& ALL-DAY LIFT 
TICKET AT 
FEBRUARY 2, i 6, MARCH 2 
26 slopes and trails, and the tallest vertical rise 
between the Adirondacks and the Rockies -
1200 feet! For information and tickets, coll 
Klein's All-Sports in the Pyramid Moll. 
7 
,. . 
$$ NEED CASH $$ 
Ithaca College Dining Services _needs 
workers. A variety of positions- and 
hours are available. For more inf or-
mation· contact the foil owing people: 
Terrace Dining Hall- Cyndi Moore 
Mon.- Fri. 2 pm- 4 pm 
Towers Dining Hall- David. Winter 
Mon.- Fri. 2 pm- 4 pm 
''In the Bag''- Peter Stark 
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 am- 11 :30 am 
'South Hill Pizia & Subs- Peter 
Stark 
Mon.- Fri. 8pm- 1 Opm 
J 
anuary 3Q, 1986 
Big Red icers set for 
face-off with Harvard 
By David A. Raskin 
canying the reputation as the 
Ithaca cormnunity's only blue-
. chip college squad, the COmeU 
hockey team is now skating in 
high gear towards the final third 
of its season. After a somewhat 
slow start, the Big Red have 
· won five of their last six ECAC 
games and are once again living 
up to their reputation. 
Their victory over Ivy League 
:~ foe Dartmouth last Friday night 
i was not beautiful. In fact, it was 
~ quite sloppy at times. But 1 despite the lopsided 7-3 final 
l~ score, the Red skaters showed 
l some of the character and 1 maturity that the young team 
;· missed last season. 
; It wasn't until ten minutes into 
· the contest that comell and their 
friends realized the 4-10 Big 
Green had come to play. But by 
that time DartmOuth had already 
capitalized on the home squad's 
shabby defense in taking a 3-0 
lead. 
Although second string comeU 
goalie Jim Edmands wasn't 
completely at fault, Coach Lou 
Raycroft opted to replace him 
with his ace sophomore Doug 
Dadswell. The Big Red skaters 
maintained their cool and raUied 
behind a goaltender who played 
flawlessly for the remaining 50 
minutes. 
• Two minutes after Dadswell 
had finished his warm-ups, 
Tri-captain Mike SChaffer lifted a 
rebound over Dartmouth goalie 
Mark Hoppe's left shoulder to 
score the first of seven 
un-answered COmell goals. 
Teammate Joey Nieuwendyk 
then netted the initial third of his 
second hat-trick of the season 
with less than a minute 
remaining in the period. Pete 
later on a slap shOt off the draw 
from the point. The rest was fun 
for the Big Red. 
COmell now has a firm hold on 
third place in the ECAC, and has 
movea withing striking distance 
of division-leading Harvard and 
RPI. The Big Red will have a 
chance to face off against the 
Crimson in two weeks in 
Boston, and will play RPI the last 
game of the regular season on 
March 1. 
Natyshak lied it up 1:08 into the But first they will have to deal 
second stanza before with Colgate, who they played 
defenseman Chris Norton tallied last night, and Princeton at 
the winner just qver a minute Lynah Rink on Sunday at 2:00. 
Bombers rece·ive -horiorabre ·mention· 
from page 12 
play was a key reason for the 
emergence of a strong, 
sometimes over-powering 
rushing attack. 80th earned first 
team spots on the Pizza Hut 
team. 
Quarterback Steve Kass, 
receiver Pete Minturn, defensive 
linemen Dave Molee and Steve 
Sweeney, and defensive backs 
Brian Dougherty and Dan 
welkley received honorable 
mention for their performances. 
The Field Hockey team prov-
ed once again it was a nation-
wide field hockey power and 
the primary reason was the 
outstanding play of goalie Karen 
Howarth. Howarth made 
All-American honors once again 
in her four year career. Jenny 
Powers earned honorable 
mention for her fine offensive 
play. Jane DeGrenier, Mildred 
Piscopo, Peg Radkiewicz, and 
see Individual page 10 
Last w«k the woman '.r IYffl/l4fllc uam faced rival, Cortland. '11le ~ 
shifted Jroni evenJ to event, The Bombers won by five poinls. 
Lady Bombers fall 
to a tri-meet split 
By Robin Whitman exercise with an 8.6. and 
captured second place in the 
Saturday. the Ithaca women's All-Around category with a 
Gymnastic team travelled to 32.50. 
Slippery Rock in a tri-meet Right behind Picioccio were 
adding a win and a loss to their Ithaca teammates Michele 
record. Ussery and Sue Freedman tying , -
The lady Bombers, led by at second place on the vault 
Coach Rick Suddaby, scored with scores of 8.6. 
151.4 points beating Brockport Cindy Chiola took fourth place 
State while missing a second on the balance beam with a 
REMEMBER!!!!-
EAT 
victory against home team 7.5.5. 
Slippery Rock's 154.4 points. In the All-Around category, 
Veteran Sandy Piciocio led the Cindy Chiolas came in 3rd place 
, team by placing first on the vault with a score of 30.7. 
with an outstanding score of 8.9. Coach Rick Suddaby 
·-.~ 
MOOSEWOOD ·273·%10 
fine International and original ... ulslne •DeWitt Mall 
PERSONALS!! 
PERSONALS!! 
PERSONALS!! 
Personals· are · returning to 
-The· Ithacan next week! 
Drop your message~ in ou,: box ne~ to, 
the check cashing wmdow m the Umon 
before Sunday at 8pm. 
Limit 15 words. 
TM Ithacan reserves the right for editorial discretjon. 
Also, she was first on the floor see gymnasts page 1~ 
t ... ,....~ ..... "''''''''''''''''''''''" 
f ~/ pr1··1 ! :i .. u g1£ s; 
~ ·:·... . ~ i ~-.. \.~ P133a 1 I __ I 
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I.C. Matmen manhandle Big Red 
By Jim Connors 
One year ago at this time the 
Ithaca COiiege wrestling team 
earned a heart-thumping 17-15 
first-ever dual match victory 
. over Division I Cornell. This past 
weekend the I.C. squad left no 
doubt as to which team iS 
superior, besting the Big Red by 
a whopping 27-16 margin. 
After spotting comell an initial 
six point lead (Ithaca had to 
forfeit the 118 lb. clas.s), the 
BOmbers used strong perfor-
mances from Glenn Cog.swell 
(128), Pete Mankowich (142), and 
Chris Ledyard (150) to open a 
sizable lead on their East Hill 
neighbors. 
Then it was up to Tom 
Mankowich (158), Steve Hile 
(167-pinfall), and heavyweight 
Rich Kane to stamp the 
exclamation point. 
The victory was Ithaca's 
eighth in dual match action 
against one loss. The lone 
blemish. a 21-20 ded5ion to the 
University of Buffalo earlier this 
month, curtailed I.C.'s dual 
match winning streak at 21- the 
longest streak in Ithaca C.Ollege 
athletic history. 
Ithaca will travel to Oneonta 
this wekend for a tri-match with 
Wesleyan and Oneonta. on 
Tuesday Division I Montclair 
State makes its way to the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. Montclair is 
among the top twenty teams in 
Division I and will feature two 
national champs in its line-up. 
On 1'uadlly nlghl, Jthaea's men's baske(ball foughl hard agalnst 
Hamilton. Andy Vye scoring big, and a strong defense, made for an 
exdling game. The Bombers in a last minute ef!ort battled for the ball 
only to lose by one point 58-57 HamOton. 
Bombers lose close 
game to Hamilton 
had a big game offensively with 
12 points to keep I.C. within 
reach of the C.Ontinentals. 
By Dan Branch 
The Ithaca College men's 
basketball team, now U-5, lost a 
heartbreaker to the visiting 
Hamilton continentals, 58-57, 
Tuesday night. 
The Bombers had led by six 
points late in the second half 
before the continentals stormed 
back to take a lead which they 
never relinquished. Hamilton is 
now 11-5. 
Andy Vye led the Bomber 
attack with 18 points and eight 
rebounds while Alvin Whitney 
chipped in nine points and nine 
rtboun~. Kermit Moyer also 
The Bombers entered this 
past week with three crucial 
games against ICAC opponents. 
They took the first two games 
with a 62-56 decision over 
Hobart, and a 58-55 victory over 
Clarkson before losing a tough 
one at the hands of St. 
Lawrence 87-54. The loss to the 
Saints dropped the BO!llbers 
record in the ICAC to &2 and 11-4 
overall. 
"It's tough to travel up to the 
North country and play back to 
see Vye page JO 
l ) 
_.,, __ 
The J.C. wrestling team )llfflt to ComeO to battle it out with the Big Red. Glen Cogswell and Pete Mankowich 
were two of the top J.C. wrest/us in Saturday's match. J.C. was vktorlous. 
Loss to Colgate: 
Swimmers dominate ICAC's 
By Jamas Finn 
The Ithaca COilege Men's 
Swimming and Diving team had 
mixed results this past week as 
they outclassed the competition 
at the ICAC Championship meet 
at RIT on Friday and saturday, 
but lost their first dual meet of 
the season at the hands of 
Division I COigate. 
At ICAC's, the men combined 
six winning swims with many 
other outstanding performances 
,to set a new meet scoring record 
of 356 points. Alfred was second 
with 251 and RIT and St. 
Lawrence tied for third with 193. 
Ithaca got off to a great start as 
the 400 yard medley relay team 
of Rob D'Alessandro, Andy 
Hersam, Joe Karney, and John 
Vancott sprinted to a win in a 
meet record time of 3:40.9. 
Karney was also a member of 
the winning 400 yard freestyle 
relay along with Bomber 
teammates Todd Stevens, Dan 
Joyce, and Brian Bennet. 
sophomore Chris Martin was a 
double winner for the BOmbers 
as he cruised to wins in the 500 
and 1000 yard freestyles. 
D'Alessanclro and Stevens also 
added individual wins in the 200 . 
yard backstroke and the 50 yard 
freestyle, respectively. Diver 
Gayton York captured second 
on the one-meter board which 
qualified him for NCM Division 
Ill Nationals and nabbed fourth 
on three-meter. Other strong 
individual performers for the 
men were Lee Bird, Bryan Rice, 
VanCott, Joyce, Bennett, and 
Karney. Depth was the key to 
Ithaca's ICAC victory. 
On Tuesday, at Colgate, the 
men's effort was just not 
enough as they were outscored 
by a tough COlgaie squad 65-47. 
Chris Martin again was a key in_ 
the BOmber's attack as he won 
the 200 and 500 yard freestyles 
and was part of the winning 400 
yard freestyle relay team with 
Brian Bennett, Bryan Rice, and 
Todd Stevens. Stevens also 
turned in a winning time of 21.74 
in the 50 yard freestyle and 
Ithaca captain John vancott won 
the 100 yard freestyle. Rob 
D'Ale~clro, Joe Karney, and 
Bryan Rice turned in fine 
supporting perfonnances. The 
Bombers next meet is saturctay, 
February I at St. Lawrence. The 
men's record stands at 7-1. 
Torrey, Howarth 
receive honors 
By Mike Murphy 
The Ithaca c.onege fall teams 
provided many memorable 
moments for Bomber fans as 
each team earned some kind of 
tournament bid. As with most 
successful teams, winning 
comes about as a result of hard 
work and good coaching. 
Bomber tradition has always 
emphasized team play, but this 
season many individuals shined 
within a team concept and 
earned special recognition. 
Linebacker Tim Torrey led a 
tough Bomber defense to the 
Stagg Bowl and earned a spot 
on the coveted Kodak Division 
II All-American team. Torrey 
also earned spots on the 
Associated Press and Pizza Hut 
All-american teams. Defensive 
back Kevin Farrell · earned a 
second team spot for his 
consistent all-ground play. 
The Bomber offensiVe line, a 
question mark before · the 
season, turned into one of the 
team's strong points, led by Ricl1 
Wageman and §teve -~tt. Their 
see Bombers page 11 
